Make a Splash at Your Library
A summer reading skit from the Post Falls Public Library
Written by Lucy Barnard and Bobbi Whatcott

[PROPS]
“Make a splash” sign; something that shoots water; beach ball; bucket; beach towel; inflatable whale; summer reading book bag

[SCRIPT]

Lucy: Hi, my name is Lucy and I from the Post Falls Public Library. We have a lot of great things going on this summer at the library.

Bobbi: [going through book bag; pulls out things – beach ball – tries to blow it up – tosses it toward me – Lucy sees beach ball rolling by – shakes her head]

Lucy: Like I was saying, our summer reading this year is Make a Splash at Your Library and we’re going to have an extreme science guy do a lot of cool stuff – like shoot off a water rocket.

Bobbi: [plays with whale – kisses it – makes it swim – hits Lucy with it]

Lucy: [looks around – ‘frustrated’]

Bobbi: [moves side to side so Lucy doesn’t see her]

Lucy: We’re going to have a picnic in the park with hotdogs and water games – water balloons…

Bobbi: [Shoots little ball with sling shot - it lands by Lucy]

Lucy: [looks around – Bobbi looks innocent]

Lucy: And! You get prizes for checking out books and your name goes in a drawing for a bigger prize!

Bobbi: [follows behind Lucy and shoots her with water from water tube thing]

Lucy: What are you doing!!!

Bobbi: [tries to dry Lucy with beach towel] You said to make at splash on your librarian!

Lucy: No! Make a splash at your library! Not on your librarian!

Bobbi: Oh! Sorry! I know how you can make a splash and win the summer reading Trophy! Do you kids think you can read more than . . . other schools [kids – yeah!]

Cheer –

Reading books is really cool – Ponderosa’s reader’s rule – we will read more than the rest – cause Ponderosa is the best – R E – AD – LET’S READ!
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